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INTRODUCTION
Launched in July 2021, Lucky Baby Doge
is the fastest-growing cryptocurrency of its 
kind. Lucky Baby Dogeis fully decentralized 
and on a mission to bring popular 
cryptocurrency concepts to the mainstream 
in one, easy to understand project.

The Lucky Baby Doge token is a strictly 
utility token in any jurisdiction and is not and 
can not be considered as a security or 
otherwise a regulated token of any kind, is 
not in any way e-money and/or a fiat or asset 
backed stablecoin,whether global or limited 
in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is 
not a contract or a contractual agreement of 
any kind, is not an invitation, solicitation or 
offer to invest in Lucky Baby Doge or acquire 
or use its Lucky Baby Doge tokens in any 
way and with any expectation of profit in any 
form. Any user of Luck Baby Doge declares 
to have received appropriate technical, 

administrative, regulatory and legal advice 
before and after accessing and/or reading 
this Whitepaper, the website and using any 
portion or element of Lucky Baby 
Doge(including any Lucky Baby Dogetoken 
therein)and accepts that there is an inherent 
high risk in accessing,acquiring or using any 
kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, 
token, platform, software, interface including 
Lucky Baby Dogeand further acknowledges 
with full disclaimer for any community 
member directly or indirectly involved with 
Lucky Baby Doge,that there can be any kind 
of damage suffered,including total loss.

Any terminology used in this 
Whitepaper,on the Website or within the 

app is intended only as a basic 
reference, without any effective or legal 

meaning of the same terms in a 
regulated and/or financial environment.

Lucky Baby Doge is a fully 
and completely decentralized 
and community driven 
project and does not have 
owners, shareholders, 
promoters, marketers, 
managers, directors or other 
figures or entities exerting 
any form of governance.

Lucky Baby Doge including but not 
limited to the overall project, the token, 
website, smart contracts and any apps 

(“LUCKY Baby Doge”) as presented 
in this conceptual paper is not an 
licensed, unlicensed or exempted 

financial or payment service of any 
kind and in any jurisdiction.
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Lucky Baby Doge

ABSTRACT

Lucky Baby Doge was created in July
2021 with the goal of being a 
decentralized meme project with true 
purpose.

Lucky Baby Doge’s mission is to bring 
popular cryptocurrency concepts to the 
mainstream. Unlike older, comparable 
projects, Lucky Baby Doge introduces 
holders to next-gen concepts such as 
participation
rewards, NFTs,decentralizedexchanges, 
and more.

Within the first month of its launch, 
Lucky Baby Doge made history by 
surpassing a $2 billion market cap and 
over 100,000 holders.This was an 
unprecedented
milestone for a project of its kind, and
proved the world's beliefinthe project.

Little Meme, 
Big Dream.
Welcome to 
Lucky Baby Doge...
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$Lucky Baby Doge
TOKEN

An BEP20 meme token 
that fosters and promotes 
healthy and widespread 
usage and
decentralization of the 
project through a specific 
reward linked to users' 
transactions involving 
decentralized wallets. The 
more holders use, trade 
and execute transactions
with $Lucky Baby Doge, 
the higher the rewards! It's 
a kind of automagic;-)

Lucky Baby Doge
SWAP

Decentralized exchange 
that features custom
functionality and allows 
holders to trade among
themselves and without 
any centralized point of 
failure any BEP20 token 
for another.

Lucky Baby Doge
CRATE

NFT Marketplace where 
users can stake＄Lucky 
Baby Dogein exchange for 
NFT rewards created by 
artists from community 
contests. The artists are 
awarded prizes out of the
＄Lucky Baby 
Dogestaking pool.

Lucky Baby Doge
PAW PRINT

Wallet tracker where 
users can track their
prizes and rewards out of 
$Lucky Baby Dogeusage, 
current token valuations, 
wallet balance,and more.

The Lucky Baby Dogeproject includes...

Lucky Baby Doge
SWAG

[ Coming Soon! ]

A merchandise store 
run by a ownerless,
stockholderless non-
profit organization to
allow $Lucky Baby 
Doge holders to 
proudly support Lucky 
Baby Doge’s fun in the 
real world, with any and 
all proceeds supporting 
the Lucky Baby doge's 
project growth, 
maintenance and future 
features.



LONGEVITYTRUSTTRANSPARENCY
& COMMUNITY
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VALUES02

Lucky Baby Doge is 
ownerless, fully 
decentralized and 
supported by its 
community of 
enthusiasts. Free, 
open and frank 
communication is 
encourage within the 
community supporters 
so that everyone
willing can be informed 
and even participate in
every step of LUCKY 
Babt Doge’s growth! 
Multiple, independent, 
free group efforts in 
development,
community self-
management and 
more are strongly 
encouraged!

In the cryptocurrency 
market, Trust is 
paramount. That 
means full 
transparency not only 
in the community 
support and 
development, but also
in any security effort. 
Examples include top-
grade audits of $Lucky 
Baby Doge’s code, and 
liquidity tokens being 
burnt to strongly 
reduce any risk of
malicious behavior.

Lucky Baby Doge is 
in it for the long haul. 
The decentralized 
community is 
fostering long-term
development of the 
ecosystem which will 
result in real use 
cases, greater 
rewards and a 
popularity beyond 
any temporary trends. 
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...and many others thanks to our active and diverse community!

$Lucky Baby Dogeis an BEP20 token which started on the Ethereum blockchain 
July 1st,2021.

The max supply is 100 quadrillion and one of its key functionalities is its 
decentralized usage rewards mechanism. For every active user transaction a 2% 
$Lucky Baby Doge reward is granted to holders' decentralized wallets only, 
fostering a healthy distrubuted network and community usage. The more $Lucky 
Baby Doge is actively used, the more rewards are granted!

The $Lucky Baby DogeToken Smart Contract successfully passed a top-grade 
security audit to further the community's confidence, in full transparency.

Lucky Baby Doge is a fully decentralized and community driven project - $Lucky 
Baby Doge liquidity pools and listings are constantly added by many completely
independent enthusiasts and supporters in a number of different exchanges.

$ Lucky Baby Doge 
TOKEN

EXCHANGE
Lucky Baby DogeSWAP A10% slippage

Gate.io Lucky baby Doge/USDT

OKEx Lucky baby Doge/USDT

Poloniex TLucky baby Doge/USDT

ZB.com 1000 Lucky baby Doge/USDT

Uniswap 10% slippage

BKEX Lucky baby Doge/USDT

Biture Lucky baby Doge/USDT

BiKi Lucky baby Doge/USDT

Bilaxy Lucky baby Doge/ETH

Hotbit Lucky baby Doge/USDT
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Launched July 1st,2021, Lucky 
Baby DogeSWAP is a 
decentralized exchange (DEX) 
where users can swap any 
BEP20 token for another one.

Lucky Baby Doge
SWAP

Lucky Baby Doge
PAW PRINT

Launched in May 2021, Lucky 
Baby DogePAW PRINT is an 

app with which users can track 
their $Lucky Baby Dogetoken 

stats over time.

Coming in June 2021,Lucky 
Baby DogeCRATE is the 
official Lucky Baby 
Dogecommunity‘s NFT 
decentralized marketplace-

Lucky Baby Doge
CRATE

Lucky Baby Doge
SWAG

Coming in June 2021, Lucky 
Baby DogesWAG takes 
Lucky Baby Dogeto the 

mainstream by allowing any 
enthusiastto represent 

Lucky Baby Dogein the wild 
with official merchandise

sold by a completely
ownerlessand non-

profit,transparent
organization. Any proceeds 

will be used to foster and 
support further Lucky Baby 

Dogecommunity and 
platform.

ECOSYSTEM04

It is powered by 
Uniswap, the
largest and safest 
DEX in the world 
and acts as the 
foundation on 
which Lucky Baby 
Dogewill develop 
further functionality.

Stats include $Lucky 
Baby Dogerewards and 

total balance, current 
USD value, price 
charts, and more.

＄Lucky Baby Dogetokens can be 
staked (locked) in order to receive 
exclusive NFT rewards and digital 
collectibles featured by artists that 
are themselves part of the Lucky 
Baby Dogecommunity. Lucky Baby 
Dogewill foster participation in 
regular contests for artists to 
showcase their work.
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PHASE 1-LAUNCH
（COMPLETE）

• 1,000 Holders
• Website Launch
• CoinGecko Listing
• 2,000 Telegram Members
• CoinMarketCap Listing
• 5,000 Holders

PHASE 3-EXPANSION
（COMPLETE）

• Lucky Baby DogeSwap
（Decentralized Exchange)

• Initial CEX Listings (Hotbit, Bilaxy,
CoinTiger)

• 15,000 Telegram Members
• 30,000 Holders

PHASE 4-UTILITY
（IN PROGRESS）

• Lucky Baby Doge Crate(NFT
• Marketplace)
• Lucky Baby DogePaw
• Print (Wallet Tracker)
• Lucky Baby DogesWag (Non-

profit,real life Merchandise Store)
• 3 More CEXListings
• 50,000 Telegram Members
• 100,000 Holders
• Influencer Partnerships

PHASE 2-GROWTH
（COMPLETE）

• 5,000 Telegram Members
• Website Redesign
• 10,000 Holders
• 10,000 Telegram Members
• 20,000 Holders

ROADMAP 05
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PROGRESS06

MARKET 
CAP HIGH

$2B
HOLDERS

150k
COMMUNITY

MEMBERS 

115k

BY THE NUMBERS:

NYC TAKEOVER
• 2 Times Square Billboards
• 50 Sidewalk Billboards

PRESS COVERAGE 
• Featured in Newsweek

Magazine and The Sun

IN THE WILD:
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During each transaction a part of the BNB is sent to the contract.

When the contract reaches a certain cap (by default 1 BNB), a part 
of it is used to buy back the $ Lucky Baby Doge tokens.

Once these are redeemed, they are automatically sent to the burn 
address. It's important to note that everything is done automatically 
and therefore the process cannot be altered and the funds cannot 
be diverted.

How it works ?

BUYBACK 
MECHANISM

07
Meme tokens are often much more 
volatile and can drop or climb very 
quickly. this is why we have integrated 
a buyback mechanism that will allow 
the price to be maintained.

it is often due to the lack of 
fundamental that we use the same 
tokens and we are aware of it. 
Although Lucky Baby Doge will have 
specific features, we wanted to add this 
buyback mechanism



TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Airdrop Wallet 5%
1,000,000,000,000,000

Initial Liquidity 20%
200,000,000,000,000,000

Token for presale 15%
15,000,000,000,000,000

Buyback & 
Marketing 

(2%).

Static 
rewards 

(4%).

On each transactions, 10% of immutable tax are applied. The 2% of 
this tax is going to a marketing wallet who will be used for marketing 
purpose only.

Total supply 100%
100,000,000,000,000,000

Initial Burn 50%
50,000,000,000,000,000

Dev Wallet 5% (Locked)
5,000,000,000,000,000

* the excess of the tokens will be burned

Burn 

(2%).
LP

(2%).

TOKENOMICS08



THANK YOU

Stay Updated
WEBSITE: https://luckybabydoge.com
TELEGRAM: https://t.me/luckybabydogebsc
TWITTER: https:/ twitter.com/LBabyDoge

https://t.me/luckybabydogebsc

